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An integrated
RIS-PACS-Reporting
platform
Merge Unity

As patient volume continues to increase, managing your
imaging organization needs becomes more and more
complex – especially when you’re dealing with multiple
systems and time-consuming administrative tasks. The
complexity of your reading environment is affecting
physicians’ productivity, causing frustration, disjointed
workflow, system workarounds that waste valuable time
and ultimately lower throughput.
Grow your business efficiently with an end-to-end solution
that automates your practice, measures its performance,
and improves patient throughput with an all-in-one RISPACS-Reporting platform.

How we can help you
Merge Unity™ is an AI-ready all-in-one RIS-PACS-Reporting
platform with advanced imaging capabilities. Built as a turnkey
imaging workflow solution, Merge Unity reduces the need for
high maintenance resources and multiple vendor contracts.
It enables imaging organizations to focus more on patients
and less on managing IT infrastructure. With Merge Unity,
you can simplify workflows, contain costs and empower your
radiologists, allowing your organization to allocate internal
resources appropriately and deliver high-quality service to your
referring physicians.

With Merge Unity you can:
Simplify workflows
- Improve your organization’s scheduling and registration
process by using automated tasks and alerts as well as
resource-based scheduling to save staff time and boost
efficiency
- P
 re-populate reports automatically via injection of data,
forms and templates to significantly reduce the amount of
dictation and ease peer review when assessing prior reports
Contain costs
- Reduce the need for high maintenance resources and
multiple vendor contracts with a smart IT turnkey solution,
simplifying the management of your IT stack
- G
 row your business efficiently with an end-to-end solution
that automates your practice, measures its performance and
enables patient throughput
Empower radiologists
- Optimize the specialized workflow of radiologists through
a unified interface, fewer clicks, cursor-based functionality,
fully integrated tools and cleaner reports
- I nterpret images faster and with increased confidence
by leveraging image shuffling and intuitive 3D image
visualization tools such as MPRs, MIPs, vessel analysis/
tracking, cardiac calcium scoring and colon analysis

“The intuitiveness
of Merge Unity is
key for us because
we have everyone
working on the
same system. It’s
seamless.”
Marcey Hurst
PACS Admin
Grove City Medical Center

With Merge Unity you get…
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Watson Health Imaging, a segment of IBM Watson Health, is a
leading provider of innovative artificial intelligence, enterprise
imaging and interoperability solutions that seek to advance
healthcare. Its Merge branded enterprise imaging solutions
facilitate the management, sharing and storage of billions of
patient medical images.

The information in this document is provided
“as is” without any warranty, express or
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non-infringement. IBM products are warranted
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With solutions that have been used by provider for more than
25 years, Watson Health Imaging is helping to reduce costs,
improve efficiencies and enhance the quality of healthcare
worldwide.

advice or represent or warrant that its services
or products will ensure that the client is in
compliance with any law or regulation.
Statement of Good Security Practices: IT
system security involves protecting systems and
information through prevention, detection and
response to improper access from within and

*Merge Unity is not FDA-cleared for diagnostic use on mobile devices.

outside your enterprise. Improper access can
result in information being altered, destroyed,
misappropriated or misused or can result in
damage to or misuse of your systems, including
for use in attacks on others. No IT system
or product should be considered completely
secure and no single product, service or
security measure can be completely effective
in preventing improper use or access. IBM
systems, products and services are designed
to be part of a lawful, comprehensive security
approach, which will necessarily involve
additional operational procedures, and may
require other systems, products or services to
be most effective. IBM does not warrant that any
systems, product or services are immune from,
or will make your enterprise immune from, the
malicious or illegal conduct of any party.
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